
Yogesh Mathur
Need a Coldfusion project done ? Contact me.

ymathur.yogesh@gmail.com

Summary
Yogesh Mathur is an Software Engineer with over 12 years of experience specializing in design and analysis of

web applications. Extensive experience in high availability and mission critical applications, team management,

architecture, and web application's infrastructure. Strong expertise in creating ColdFusion and PHP

applications.

Specialties

I specialize in web technologies including Coldfusion, PHP, jQuery and Mysql.

Experience
Lead Developer / Co-founder at MiTu - MiTusis.com DLLC
May 2011 - Present (3 years)

Mitusis.com is developed for expert, non-profit or small business owner to maintain and promote their

network helping them earn, save and secure their most precious asset, Time. With a state of the art

membership model, Zero hardware Point of Sale solution and multiple identity model, the MiTu Services can

help your group earn money, save you time and ensure your network of customers and members are protected

from prying eyes.

MiTu Service that is hosted on Amazon servers so that the Service can handle hundreds or thousands of

transactions per second. As Lead Developer I have developed some of core featured of mitusis.

1 recommendation available upon request

Freelance Web Developer at Lucid Solutions
January 2005 - Present (9 years 4 months)

I have worked on various freelance projects in technologies like Coldfusion/PHP/jQuery/ Mysql/ASP etc.

7 recommendations available upon request

Web Developer at Cumulus Broadcasting
February 2012 - August 2012 (7 months)

Wordpress plugin and theme development.

1 recommendation available upon request

System Analyst III at Oregon Employment Department
July 2009 - March 2012 (2 years 9 months)

Worked on several project fro employment department. Technologies used - Coldfusion, Coldbox, Oracle,

jQuery etc.

9 recommendations available upon request
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Consultant at Prodapt North America (formerly Pacific Crest Technology)
August 2007 - July 2009 (2 years)

Directly managed offshore team from onsite for telecommunication domain project.

5 recommendations available upon request

Team Lead at Prodapt
November 2006 - July 2007 (9 months)

Directly managed offshore team from onsite for telecommunication domain project.

4 recommendations available upon request

Software Engineer at ICLP
November 2005 - October 2006 (1 year)

Worked on airlines loyalty project. Technologies used - Coldfusion, Ingres etc.

Software Engineer at Dotsquares
November 2004 - November 2005 (1 year 1 month)

Worked as Software engineer managing 3-5 people in my team.

Developer at Vinayak Publishers P. Ltd
2001 - 2003 (2 years)

Worked on several project for creating ebooks for CA, Lawyers on CD. Technologies user - VB, MS Access,

Html etc.

Test Scores
IKM COLDFUSION 9 Test
December 2011 Score:83

Took IKM COLDFUSION 9 Test and scored 83 [Strong] Marks.

Courses
Bachelor of Computers, Information Technology
Indira Gandhi National Open University

BCA

B.Com, Comm
Jai Narain Vyas University

B.Com
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Projects
Mitusis
May 2011 to Present

Members:Yogesh Mathur, Oscar Arevalo, Greg Spehar, MBA

Mitusis.com is developed for expert, non-profit or small business owner to maintain and promote their

network helping them earn, save and secure their most precious asset, Time. With a state of the art

membership model, Zero hardware Point of Sale solution and multiple identity model, the MiTu Services can

help your group earn money, save you time and ensure your network of customers and members are protected

from prying eyes.

MiTu Service that is hosted on Amazon servers so that the Service can handle hundreds or thousands of

transactions per second. As Developer I have developed some of core featured of mitu

Mitusis.com is developed in Coldfusion with mysql as backend. This project also jquery. Project is hosted on

amazone EC2 server and usages railo in place of coldfusion server.

Broadband Product Qualification
September 2007 to April 2009

Members:Yogesh Mathur, Arun Kumar, Jim Recktenwald, Ashokkumar Madanlal, Derek Phair, DCS, Michael

Elrom, John Gilmer, Srinivas Boreddy

The Broadband Product Qualification (BPQ) project delivered a mission critical tool to be used by customers,

service representatives, and field technicians for the purpose of determining broadband internet products

available to a given location. The highly complex process for this determination had to be fast and available

24/7/365. It required direct and middleware interfacing with multiple systems that included engineering,

infrastructure, billing, and customer support solutions. The successful delivery of this project resulted in an

immediate revenue increase on a scale in the millions of dollars.

Languages
English
Hindi

Skills & Expertise
ColdFusion
jQuery
Web Development
PHP
MySQL
JavaScript
HTML
Software Development
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Web Applications
Oracle
AJAX
Joomla
ASP.NET
XML
Web Services
OOP
T-SQL
Wordpress
HTML 5
Database Design
DHTML
MVC
CSS
Microsoft SQL Server
SQL
Programming
Railo
Coldbox
SEO
ASP
Visual Basic
Apache
Eclipse
IIS
XHTML
PL/SQL
User Interface Design
JSON
Subversion
Integration
Drupal
Databases
jQuery UI
Git
CMS
jQuery Mobile

Education
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Bachelor of Computers, Information Technology, 2000 - 2005

Jai Narain Vyas University
B.Com, Comm, 1999 - 2002
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Interests
ColdFusion, Javascript, freelance programming work, new technology and gadgets, movies.
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Yogesh Mathur
Need a Coldfusion project done ? Contact me.

ymathur.yogesh@gmail.com

27 people have recommended Yogesh

"Yogesh has done a great job as part of the development team for the Mitusis website and platform, he

showed a lot of initiative and creativity as well as extensive knowledge of the CFML language and web

development in general. He is a great asset to the Mitusis team.""

— Oscar Arevalo, Lead Architect / Co-founder, Mitusis.com, worked directly with Yogesh at Mitusis.com

"Yogesh is an expert in many programming languages and a Sr. Coldfusion Developer with over 12 years

experience. He jumped right in and fixed our cfm issues quickly with outstanding communication on the

process. Top attributes, select 3 was not enough because Yogesh is also Personable (excellent English), Good

Value, On Time and Creative. I am keeping Yogesh as part of my sub-contractor team!"

— Diana Nashif, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh is consistent, meets deadlines, and quickly asks questions when there is any uncertainty. He has

quickly accepted and learned any internal development methodologies, frameworks, and workflows which

makes it easy to integrate his work into a team environment. I can rely on his word and the work product I

receive. I especially appreciate his methodical approach in multi-faceted projects or when turning verbal

conversations into actionable project requirements."

— Ben Riordan, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh answered an Ad on ODesk designed to frighten enterprise wanabe's from applying. The deadline

was tight, the unknowns were great, and he did the job with professionalism and in 1/2 the time allotted. Cold

Fusion is my most un-favorite language and he took a long-standing problem that others had failed to grasp,

and turned out a solution with a can-do attitude and excellent communication skills. He is personable, has

high integrity, and provides excellent value for what some would consider a US hourly rate. For his skill

level, you will be hard pressed to find anyone close at a lesser rate. His experience working in the US is

apparent and unlike many, he delivers to deadlines."

— Curtis Fisher, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh is a great communicator and has helped tremendously at moving projects forward with quality

ColdFusion / MySQL coding."

— Shawn Fairweather, was Yogesh's client
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"Yogesh has provided web programming services for our company on several different occasions. He has

exceeded expectations in both communication and quality of work. He is at the top of my list of contractors

for projects that require back-end programming."

— Elizabeth Collins, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh is very detailed in his work. He makes sure we both know exactly what needs to be done and what

he has done. He is also very easy to get ahold of. I live in the US and he lives in India and I can Skype him

and he answers the calls. This is extremely important for my business. He also makes himself available to

handle immediate issues. His english is excellent as well. Very easy to work with and higly professional. I

would highly recommend Yogesh!"

— Karen Roberts, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh is always extrememly reliable and dedicated. He makes sure he understands what I need and always

does an excellent job."

— Margaret Phillips, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh helped Cumulus develop creative customized solutions for our enterprise Wordpress platforms that

we use for B2B and intranet purposes. He really opened our eyes to things that were possible on the

Wordpress system. When tasked on both high-level/open-ended challenges as well as highly specific projects,

Yogesh delivered rapidly and with very high quality levels. We look forward to working with Yogesh again

in the future!"

— Bill Hansen, Vice President, Development, Cumulus Media, managed Yogesh at Cumulus Broadcasting

"I'm happy to recommend Yogesh for systems analysis and application development positions. He provided

crucial application development and systems trouble-shooting contract services at Oregon Employment

Department. He is highly proficient with the ColdFusion environment using ColdBox and other object

oriented methodologies, as well as business and systems analysis. He provided excellent problem resolution

and customer service demonstrating a strong work ethic and effective communications."

— Leonard Higgins, was Yogesh's client

"Yogesh was one of the sharpest contractors we hired. He was extremely knowledgeable, wrote clean code,

and was prolific. He was helpful, documented his work well, and helped us through a rough project. I would

hire him again if I could."

— Alan Rogers, was Yogesh's client

"I worked with Yogesh for over two years at the Oregon Employment Department. During that time, I found

Yogesh to be a great asset to the web team. He exhibited expert knowledge and professional work ethic the

entire time. Yogesh would be an excellent addition to any team or project."
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— Brad Melendy, Web Administrator, Oregon Employment Department, managed Yogesh indirectly at
Oregon Employment Department

"Yogesh has the ability to look at a development challenge, research possible tools and techniques and deliver

sound solutions quickly. I valued Yogesh’s technical proficiency and his business professionalism. I would

welcome an opportunity to work with Yogesh in the future."

— Edward Hixon, Senior Systems Analyst, Oregon Employment Department, worked directly with Yogesh
at Oregon Employment Department

"Working with Yogesh has been a great experience since his ability to quickly comprehend the business

requirements allows him to prototype and implement solutions that meet the needs quickly, allowing me to

focus on managing the feature stack and defects needing to be corrected. He asks critical questions to ensure

that his implementation is as accurate as possible and is focused and quick to correct any defects or

requirement changes that are required before launch of the feature. He has been a critical resource to me on

two projects to date and I would hire him again on other projects that I have in the future."

— Greg Spehar, MBA, was Yogesh's client

"I was really lucky enough to work with him for couple of years. We worked on couple of projects

together…I found him very competent and helpful. I like his ‘Never Say Die’ attitude, and appetite to learn

new stuff. Good Luck!!"

— Barath Alam, Systems Analyst, Oregon Employment Department, worked directly with Yogesh at Oregon
Employment Department

"Yogesh was a pleasure to work with. He was fast and accurate, and was able to resolve issues quickly. He

adapted to new technologies with no effort, and was always willing to help others. He gets along well with his

co-workers, and is a great team player."

— Gary Johnson, Systems Analyst III, nextSource, worked directly with Yogesh at Oregon Employment
Department

"Yogesh was the developer on my team and did an outstanding job of developing, testing and supporting the

system. I would highly recommend him as he is professional and a great team member. His productivity is

outstanding. Good Luck, Yogesh."

— Lisa Renner, Sr. Project Manager, Madrona Project Consulting, managed Yogesh indirectly at Oregon
Employment Department

"Yogesh is an excellent resource who was instrumental in the analysis and production of several of our

ColdFusion online applications. He was our go-to guy whenever we had a tough coding challenge. His

thoughtfulness and innovation helped us deliver some great products to our customers. -- Bill Rickman Team

Lead - Web Development Information Technology Services Oregon Employment Department"
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— Bill Rickman, was Yogesh's client

"June 23, 2009 Philip S. Bude PCT SR Developer Pacific Crest Technology Tualatin, Oregon This is in

response to your recent request for a letter of recommendation for Yogesh Mathur who worked for PCT the

last couple of years. Yogesh is a hard-working self-starter who invariably understands exactly what a project

is all about from the outset, and how to get it done quickly and effectively. During his first year working for

the client “Wind Stream” in the Analyst position, I cannot remember an instance in which he missed a major

deadline. In fact, his tasks were even completed ahead of schedule. Mr. Mathur is a resourceful, creative, and

solution-oriented person who was frequently able to come up with new and innovative approaches to his

assigned tasks. He functioned well as a leader when required, and he also worked effectively as a team

member under the direction of the other team leaders. On the interpersonal side, Yogesh has superior written

and verbal communication skills. He gets along extremely well with client and PCT management, as well as

colleagues at his own level. He is highly respected, as both a person and a professional, by colleagues,

employees, and clients alike. In closing, as detailed above, based on my experience working with him, I can

unreservedly recommend Yogesh Mathur to you for any intermediate or senior Information Systems position.

Sincerely, Philip S. Bude"

— Philip Bude, Sr. Devoloper, PCT, worked with Yogesh at Pacific Crest Technology

"Yogesh is a very knowledgeable and reliable individual who proved his technical expertise time and time

again. I would gladly have him on a future team, should the opportunity present itself."

— Ben Smith, Web Applications Team Lead, Pacific Crest Technology, managed Yogesh at Pacific Crest
Technology

"Yogesh is a talented developer with great work habits. He is very easy to work with and can be relied on to

complete task in a timely manner."

— Randy Wood, Program Manager, Pacific Crest Technology, managed Yogesh indirectly at Pacific Crest
Technology

"Yogesh is a dedicated senior developer who delivers quality products for both maintenance and project work

all the while meeting pressing deadlines."

— RuthAnne Roesener, was Yogesh's client

"I had the good fortune to have Yogesh on my team while at PCT. Yogesh was a key contributor to the team

and demonstrated the highest level of technical expertise. Our team was presented with many challenges and

deadlines and Yogesh was always willing to go the extra mile to get the job done. On top of that, Yogesh is

an excellent team player and a great person all-around."

— Ron Eberle, Program Manager, Pacific Crest Technology, managed Yogesh at Pacific Crest Technology

"Yogesh is smart and a versatile Web Developer with extensive knowledge wherein I have learned many
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technique's about web applications...and he is on track with the current trends/technologies in the web

technologies. And we have worked together in Prodapt for a Large Conversions like DRS ADSL2+ Project

where he was responsible for the complete UI Design, WDSL, Requirement gathering for the front end

ColdFusion and Oracle and he managed a team of 8 web developers. His broad knowledge in ColdFusion,

PHP, Perl, Python, MySQL, Oracle, PostGreSQL, JavaScript, jQuery, ASP, .NET technologies and blog's

like Wordpress, Drupal, Joomla, vBulletin and Search Engine Optimization technique. He is creative,

solution oriented and reaches his target with innovative approach. And he has good written and verbal

communication skills. And is very friendly and open to any ideas even though he is good enough to train

others. And mainly he is open to listen to everyone regardless of his work pressure. I would love to work with

him again in future..!!"

— Ashokkumar Madanlal, Technical Lead, Prodapt North America (formerly Pacific Crest
Technology), worked directly with Yogesh at Prodapt

"Yogesh is an extremely bright, detail oriented technical mind. He rose pretty quickly in the ranks and was

sent on an assignment to the US given his expertise on technical projects as well as his ability to quickly

understand customer's business needs. A contentious worker who completes his assignment - hell or high

tide! A great asset to any team; I wish him the very best!"

— Rajesh B, Head – ‘CGO’ Business Unit, Prodapt Solutions, managed Yogesh indirectly at Prodapt
Solutions

"Yogesh is good manager and team player in managing the projects and client communication. He will guide

and encourage lower cadre people and support very well managers. He is very active and continue work on

new challenges.."

— Tara Kumar Gajula, Project Lead, Prodapt Solutions Pvt Ltd, worked with Yogesh at Prodapt Solutions

"Yogesh has hands on experience over various Web application technologies, keep himself upto date on the

Technical Market."

— Arun Kumar, Software Engineer, Prodapt, worked with Yogesh at Prodapt Solutions

Contact Yogesh on LinkedIn
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